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Purpose 
Human communication is increasingly recorded as digital text, which constitutes big data that can be 
used to study numerous scientific and real-world problems. The goals of this course are to (i) provide 
an introduction to quantitative methods designed to analyze text, (ii) give an overview over common 
applications of these methods in economics and the social sciences, and (iii) illustrate the potential of 
text-as-data methods to ask new research questions and find new answers to existing problems. 

Intended learning outcomes 
On completion of the course, students will be able to: 

Knowledge and understanding 

1. Demonstrate knowledge of prominent methods to manage and analyze (large) text, including 
natural language processing, text classification, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling. 

2. Recognize typical research applications using these methods in students’ field of study. 

Skills and abilities 

3. Carry out preliminary steps necessary to analyze text, such as creating a corpus; removing 
white space, numbers, and stop words; word stemming; and lemmatization. 

4. Use existing packages in a programming environment (e.g., Quanteda in R) to describe 
patterns in text. 

5. Write and execute scripts to implement data-as-text methods. 
6. Visualize results using word clouds and appropriate diagrams. 
7. Exploit online resources (e.g., Stack Overflow) to find solutions for common methodological 

problems. 

Judgment and approach 

8. Select the optimal (mix of) method(s) for a given problem. 
9. Draw adequate conclusions from text analyses. 

Contents 
The course provides an overview over the most common text-as-data methods as well as their typical 
areas of application: 

- Prerequisites (text import, creation of corpora, pre-processing, creation of document-term 
matrices, lemmatization) 

- Text statistics (e.g., frequency analysis, measures of readability, similarity indices)  
- Generic and customized dictionaries 
- Sentiment analysis 
- Text classification using reference texts and supervised learning 
- Topic modeling 



 

 

Connection to Research and Practice 
The course helps its students to understand research designs in economics and related disciplines (e.g., 
communications, finance, management, marketing, and political science) that rely on text-as-data 
methods. In addition, students can directly apply these methods in their own research. The methods 
can be used to answer research questions in JIBS’ focus areas, such as “What text characteristics 
determine the success of a crowdfunding campaign?” (entrepreneurship), “Can social media 
influencers affect the adoption of green technologies?” (renewal), and “What media slant do 
newspaper owners provide?” (ownership). As these examples illustrate, the course draws on 
contemporary problems in business and society, while providing a sound scientific basis of the 
relevant methods. 

Type of instruction 
The course uses lectures, seminars, tutorials. 

Prerequisites 
Admitted to a doctoral program in Economics, Business Administration, or a related subject of a 
recognized business school or university. Knowledge in basic statistics and previous experience with 
R are recommended, but not required. 

Examination and grades 
 Active seminar participation in the form of discussing selected research papers (20%) fulfils 

ILOs 1 and 2. 
 A written assignment in the form of an R script fulfils ILOs 3-9. 

The grades are “pass” or “fail”. All examination elements need to be completed for a “pass”. 

Course evaluation 
A course evaluation will be conducted at the end of the course. 
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All course literature will be provided at the beginning of the course. 


